T-cell intrinsic mechanisms responsible for these enhanced functionalities of memory T cells 10 have not been clearly established. There are multiple lines of evidence to implicate epigenetic 11 mechanisms in rapid and increased production of effector molecules (7, 8) . Early reports also 12 implicated enhanced TCR signalling (2), however all of the recent studies in fact point to 13 diminished output of TCR signalling in memory cells (9) (10) (11) . Similarly, oligomeric clusters of 14 TCR seen in antigen-experienced T cells have been implicated in their enhanced production 15 of cytokines (12) . But, recent reports argue that TCR is randomly distributed on the plasma 16 membrane of antigen-experienced cells in monomeric state (13) and that they exclusively lasting a few minutes characterized by rapid spreading and adhesion (16, 17) . This transient 21 but committed phase further develops into a stable, mature IS lasting over an hour or a motile 22 immunological kinapse (IK) that can nonetheless result in durable interaction (16, 18, 19) . 23 We define the capability to form an immature IS as 'synapse propensity' and consider it as an 24 intrinsic property of a T cell. Synapse propensity ultimately determines the fraction of 1 precursor cells participating in the response. Therefore, it is appealing to consider the 2 possibility that memory T cells have enhanced synapse propensity compared to the naïve 3 cells. However, diminished output of TCR signalling in memory T cells may also result in 4 lower synapse propensity. We measured synapse propensity of naïve and memory cells from 5 different T cell subsets by multiple approaches. Among the subsets that we have examined, 6 only the human memory CD8 T (CD8 + hTm) cells exhibit appreciably higher synapse 7 propensity than naïve counterparts. We have explored the consequence of higher synapse 8 propensity in an ex vivo setting that mimics spatially limiting antigen presentation. We find 9 that higher synapse propensity of CD8 + hTm cells gives them a competitive advantage at the 10 expense of naïve T cells. Figure   6 4a and 4b), ruling out that being a potential player in increased synapse propensity. However, (Figure 2 ). This means they have 7-fold higher probability to switch from low- 
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